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a or an? 



Introduction

Find the vowels

All the other letters are called consonants

s e k l

b u f a

i s o h



Look at the first letter of a word to help you



Fill in the blanks using ‘a’ or ‘an’.

A. After asking for ______ apology, Kaiden’s mum stood at 

the door waiting.

B. Simon chose ______ apple from the fruit bowl.

C. The Gruffalo is ____ fantastic book!

D. My friend is ___ amazing artist.

E. It is wonderful to teach ___ wonderful class online.



Fill in the blanks using ‘a’ or ‘an’.

A. After asking for anapology, Kaiden’s mum stood at the 

door waiting.

B. Simon chose an apple from the fruit bowl.

C. The Gruffalo is a fantastic book!

D. My friend is an amazing artist.

E. It is wonderful to teach a wonderful class online.



Tick any examples that use the correct article. 

A. an older sister

B. a ordinary day 

C. an straight line               

D. a lot of children



Varied Fluency 1

Tick any examples that use the correct article. 

A. an older sister 

B. a ordinary day 

C. an straight line               

D. a lot of children 



Complete the sentence below so that it makes sense. 

An _______ wind blew through the _______ near Jamie’s 

house.  

cold icy yellow trees



Complete the sentence below so that it makes sense. 

An _______ wind blew through the _______ near Jamie’s 

house.  

cold icy yellow trees

icy trees



Underline any errors in the sentence below. 

Peter ran all the way to an shop at an end of his road to 

spend his pocket money on an comic.  



Underline any errors in the sentence below. 

Peter ran all the way to an shop at an end of his road to 

spend his pocket money on an comic.  


